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VERSE  1
Whatever happened to intelligence that by CHOICE looks at ALL sides?
Whatever happened to intelligence that Refuses to decide 
Until seeing objectively ALL of the Reasons about ALL sides?
LOGIC -- Common Sense says, if you truly want Truth -- TRUTH --
You cannot (CANNOT !)  pre-decide 
What you CHOOSE to be Truth.

CHORUS
Are we blind by CHOICE?  Are we blind by 
CHOICE?
YES, if our Choice decides what's RIGHT by FEELINGS and
What we WANT to be TRUTH.
(2X)

VERSE  2
Whatever happened to truly wanting TRUTH -- yearning to be shown if wrong?
Whatever happened to LOGIC -- Common Sense -- 
That doesn't focus on winning? 
That cares MORE about what is GOD's Truth 
Than about whether we are Right or wrong?
LOGIC -- Common Sense says, if you truly want Truth -- TRUTH --
You rejoice (REJOICE !)  if you learn new facts
That point to Truth.
(CHORUS)

VERSE  3
Whatever happened to praying for WISDOM -- praying James 1: 5 to God? ----
Always Thankful when God tells IF we're wrong -- that most desires to know Truth
Above what we WANT to be right. 
Keep ON praying for Truth but know >>>
LOGIC -- Common Sense says, if you truly want Truth -- TRUTH --
You don't mind .... when you find what you thought to be Right is wrong.
(CHORUS)
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SPOKEN WORDS  

Read about God's Truth starting at Romans 1: 18-19  
“The wrath of God is being revealed from heaven against all the god-lessness and 
wickedness of people, who suppress the Truth by their wickedness.... 
God CAN BE CLEARLY SEEN thru His Creation,  ,,,, so that 
People are without excuse. 
And they don't glorify or give thanks to Him.  
So their thinking becomes futile and their foolish hearts are darkened.  
Although they CLAIM to be  wise, they become 
                                                                      FOOLS  .                                                               
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